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BRIEF TO COUNSEL - 10.03.2021 

BACKGROUND 

1. On 7 March 2018, the Applicant lodged a development application for a childcare centre 

on Lot 2 and 3 (No. 130 and 132) Brookdale Street, Floreat.  The subject site(s) are 

zoned Residential R12.5 within the Floreat precinct.  

2. The proposed development was for a child care centre which would cater for a maximum 

of 107 children on site at any one time with: 

 

 25 staff; 

 Operating from 7am to 6:30pm Monday to Friday; 

 19 car parking spaces; 

 8 bicycle spaces; and 

 1 ACROD bay. 

 
3. The Responsible Authority Report (RAR) dated 10 July 2018 refused the development 

for the following reasons: 

(1) The proposal does not satisfy Schedule 2, Part 9 Clause 67(a) and (n) of the 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 as: 

 

a. The reduced primary street setback does not satisfy clause 39 (3)(a) and (b) 

of the Town Planning Scheme No 1 as the setback is inconsistent with 

orderly and proper planning and will adversely impact the amenity of the 

locality. 

 

(2) The proposal does not satisfy Schedule 2 Part 9 Clause 67(t) of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 as: 

 

a. The traffic generated from the proposed development will adversely impact 

the road system and traffic safety. 

 

(3) The proposal does not satisfy Schedule 2, Part 9, Clause (g) of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 as: 

 

a. The proposed development does not satisfy Town of Cambridge Local 

Planning Policy 3.7  ‘Child Day Care Centres’ as the proposal will adversely 

impact the locality; and 

 

b. The proposed development does not satisfy Town of Cambridge Local 

Planning Policy 3.10 ‘Non-residential development in the residential area’ as 

the development will have an undue conflict through its traffic generation. 

 

(4) The proposal does not satisfy Schedule 2, Part 9, Clause 67(c) and (m) of the 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 as the 

development: 

 

a. Does not satisfy Design Element 5.1.3 (P3.1) of the Residential Design 

Codes as the reduced setback will adversely impact the amenity of the 

adjoining properties through building bulk; and 
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b. Does not satisfy Design Element 5.1.3 (P3.1 and P3.2) of the Residential 

Design Codes as the reduced setbacks to the south does not positively 

contribute to the prevailing development context. 

 

(5) The proposal does not satisfy Schedule 2, Part 9, Clause 67(c) and (m) of the 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 as the 

development: 

 

a. Does not satisfy Town of Cambridge Council 5.2.8 ‘Truncations” sight lines 

at driveways and entries to rights of way’ as the height of the fencing 

compromises views for pedestrians. 

 

4. The RAR (at page 14 and 15) noted the Traffic Impact Statement submitted by the 

Applicant “had not addressed the Town’s concerns regarding the trip-generation as the 

generated trips between 8am and 9am included 16 right turns into the service road off 

Brookdale Street northbound. Storage of those vehicles in the northbound traffic lane 

while waiting for a suitable gap to turn has not been demonstrated.”  The RAR noted at 

page 15 the TIS and proposal does not address any of the increases in traffic generation 

and does not satisfy the requirements of Clause 67(t) of the Deemed Provisions.   

 

5. On 6 February 2020, the Metro West JDAP reconsidered its decision of 10 July 2018 

and accompanying revised plans and resolved to approve the development application 

subject to a number of conditions. The only condition of concern was condition 5 which 

provided: 

 

“5. Prior to the commencement of use, the existing raised island median strip 

within the Brookdale Street road reserve, which adjoins the service road entrance 

shall be extended north within the existing line marked median strip (as shown on 

Figure 1. Recommended Access Plan of the Consolidated Traffic Report 

(prepared by Uloth and Associates dated 15 November 2019), to physically restrict 

vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out only configuration at 

the landowner(s) full cost (including all traffic management costs) to the 

satisfaction of the Town. 

 

6. The history of the proposal was discussed (at page 7 of the RAR dated 6 February 2020) 

where it was noted that the Applicant submitted revised plans in November 2018 which 

relevantly introduced the following main change: 

 

 Left in/left-out only access to the site, via the existing services road from Brookdale 

Street (previously, full unrestricted movements were proposed). 

 

7. At page 17 of the RAR dated 6 February 2020 the report states: 

 

“This consolidated (Traffic) Report is predicated on the left-in/left-out access 

arrangements to the service road which form part of the revised application. These 

arrangements, in conjunction with the existing parking restrictions within the 

service road, will ensure that there will not be a significant traffic impact on either 

the service road or the surrounding network.” 
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8. At page 24 the RAR dated 6 February 2020, the report states: 

 

“The Town’s Traffic Consultant conducted an independent review of the Applicant’s 

revised Traffic Report and is satisfied that the left-in/left-out arrangements will not result 

in a significant traffic impact on the service and surrounding network. 

 

9. On 24 February 2020, the Town was contacted by Castledine Gregory, solicitors 

representing the neighbours whose properties were directly affected by the closure of 

the median strip in front of their properties,  Castledine Gregory noted: 

 

 That the median strip works  to comply with condition 5 of the JDAP approval are 

works to be undertaken by a private person on a public thoroughfare, and therefore 

are works which are unlawful without the Town’s permission under Regulation 

17(1) of the Local Government (Uniform Local Provisions) Regulations 1996 

(LG(ULP) Regulations); 

 

 The delegation to grant the Town’s permission for the median strip works to occur 

cannot be given without the written permission from or entered into a legal 

agreement with each owner of adjoining or adjacent property which may be 

impacted by the proposed works’; and 

 

 “The works could not occur without our client’s consent, which they have not given, 

nor had they been consulted.” 

 

10. By letter dated 3 April 2020, the Applicant’s solicitor noted that an exercise of the Town’s 

rights in the Delegation Notice, is capable of rendering condition 5 of the Development 

Approval impossible to satisfy and it is therefore a better outcome for the landowner and 

the Town for the landowner to pay for the work required and the Town to carry it out. 

Therefore the Applicant’s solicitor proposed condition 5 of the Development Approval is 

replaced with the following: 

 

“5A.  Prior to the commencement of use, the landowner shall pay to the Town the cost 

of extending the existing raised median strip within the Brookdale Street road 

reserve which adjoins the service road entrance as shown on Figure 1, 

“recommended Access Plan of the Uloth & Associates Consolidated Traffic Report 

dated 15 November 2019 (the median strip extension); 

 

5B. Within 28 days of receipt of request from the landowner, the Town of Cambridge 

shall provide the cost of constructing the median strip extension (the cost) and any 

dispute as to the reasonableness of the cost may be referred by either party to 

arbitration by an expert engineer appointed upon the request of either the Town 

or the landowner, by the President of Engineers Australia, at the joint cost of the 

Town of Cambridge and the landowner, whose decision shall be final and binding 

on the parties.” 

 

11. On about 3 April 2020, the Metro Inner-North JDAP received an application pursuant to 

Regulation 17 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2011 from the Applicant 

seeking to amend  Condition 5 to Conditions 5A and 5B.  The RAR dated 20 April 2020 

recommended that the JDAP resolves to accept the DAP application and refuses the 

application on the grounds: 
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 Proposed condition 5A and 5B do not facilitate the median strip extension works 

from physically being carried out; 

 

 It being premature to consider varying condition 5 in the manner proposed as the 

Applicant is yet to obtain approval from Council to carry out the proposed works. 

 

12. At page 7, the RAR report dated 20 April 2020 noted that “whichever option is decided 

on, it will require the carrying out of private works on, over or under a public place. This 

requires the permission of the Town under Regulation 17 of the Local Government 

(Uniform Local Provisions) Regulations 1996.” 

 

13. At page 8, the RAR noted the Council had amended the delegation where the exercise 

would impact on access to adjoining properties stating, “[A]s this delegation can no 

longer be enacted by the CEO, all decisions in relation to private works within the road 

reserve subject to a JDAP matter, must be made Council.” 

  

14. The RAR noted that “[I]t is considered that if the modified Condition wording is approved, 

the landowner would be able to successfully clear the condition and commence the 

development, without the works being completed. Based on traffic advice obtained by 

the Town, this will result in an increased risk of traffic incidents due to the development 

and would therefore not satisfy Schedule 2, Part 9 Clause 67(t) of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulation 2015.” 

  

15. On 15 July 2020 the Metro Inner-North JDAP considered the application for amendment 

of Condition 5 and deferred the consideration of the application for the following reasons: 

 

(1) To allow the Applicant to: 

 

(a) Prepare and discuss with the Town of Cambridge alternate possible traffic 

solutions; 

 

(b) Provide evidence demonstrating it had exhausted all efforts to comply with 

condition 5 imposed on 6 February 2020; and 

 

(c) Provide engineering advice whether Condition 5 imposed on 6 February 

2020 is or is not required on traffic safety grounds and may be deleted. 

 

(2) To allow the Town of Cambridge to prepare a further RAR incorporating: 

 

(a) Greater explanation regarding its addendum dated 9 July 2020 including its 

comments regarding reg 17 of the LG (Uniform Local Provisions) Regs 1996; 

 

(b) A response to other alternative possible solutions on behalf of the applicant 

including those outlined in the traffic engineers submission dated 10 July 

2020; 

 

(c) Engineering advice whether condition 5 imposed on 6 February 2020 is or 

is not required on traffic safety grounds and may be deleted; 
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(d) Whether the applicant’s proposed condition 5B which seeks to bind the 

Town if there is a dispute to a decision made by another person being an 

engineer is valid at law; and 

 

(e) An opinion on whether the application has exhausted all efforts to comply 

with condition 5 imposed on 6 February 2020. 

 

16. On 2 October 2020, the JDAP considered the application to amend condition 5 to 

conditions 5A and 5B.  The JDAP moved an alternate motion which resolved to: 

 

(1) Accept the DAP application dated 3 April 2020 in accordance with 

Regulation 17 of the Planning and Development Development Assessment 

Panels) Regulations 2011; and 

 

(2) Approve the DAP application dated 3 April 2020, subject to the following 

modified condition: 

 

Amended Condition 

 

 “5. Prior to the commencement of use, the landowner shall pay the Town the cost 

of extending the existing raised median strip within the Brookdale Street road 

reserve which adjoins the service road entrance and shall be extended north as 

shown on Figure 1in the “Recommended Access Plan” of the Consolidated Traffic 

Report prepared by Uloth & Associates dated 15 November 2019 to physically 

restrict vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out only 

configuration at the landowner’s full cost including all traffic management costs”. 

 

New Advice Note 11 

 

“The JDAP notes and accepts that the Town’s RAR at page 5 which emphasises 

that the proposed construction of the median strip in the road reserve is crucial to 

the public on traffic safety grounds and would expect these works to be complete 

prior to commencement of operation.” 

 

17. We enclose the following documents: 

 

(a) JDAP Responsible Authority Report dated 10 July 2018; 

(b) JDAP Responsible Authority Report dated 6 February 2020; 

(c) Towns delegation 1.2.13 Private Works on, Over or Under Public Places; 

(d) Letter from Castledine Gregory dated 24 February 2020; 

(e) Letter from Applicant’s solicitor dated 3 April 2020; 

(f) JDAP Responsible Authority Report dated 20 April 2020; 

(g) JDAP Responsible Authority Report dated 15 July 2020; 

(h) JDAP Minutes enclosing RAR dated 2 October 2020; 

(i) JDAP Determination dated 14 October 2020; 

(j) Local Government (Uniform Local Provisions) Regulations 1996 – Regulation 17; 

and 

(k) Planning and Development (DAP) Regulations 2011 Regulation 17 and 17A. 
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18. The Town’s permission under Regulation 17 (1) of the Local Government (Uniform Local 

Provisions) Regulations 1996 to extend the median strip in Brookdale Street has not 

been sought. 

 

19. The Town seeks your advice as to: 

 

COUNCIL DECISION: 
 
That the Town brief a planning lawyer who has experience acting for Applicants to 
obtain independent legal advice from a barrister, with experience acting for Applicants 
seeking judicial review of Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP) decisions, 
regarding the validity of the JDAP’s decisions on the Brookdale matter seeking 
clarifications on the matters outlined in this motion (a)-(e) below : 
 
(a) the validity of condition 5 of the JDAP decision on 2 October 2020; 

  
(b) the validity of the condition 5 of the JDAP decision on 18 February 2020; 

 
(c) the validity of the JDAP decision on 2 October 2020 to approve the development 

without any substantive change to the development application (other than the 
addition of condition 5) to the development application that was refused by the 
JDAP in its decision of 10 July 2018 ie does the principle of res judicata apply to 
quasi- judicial proceedings such as JDAP matters; 
 

(d) whether a successful challenge to the validity of condition 5, would revive the 
JDAP decision of 18 February 2020 which contained an alternate condition 5 that 
was ultra vires and beyond the power of the JDAP; and 
 

(e) should the Administration accept the payment of money from the proponent in 
the event it believes condition 5 is invalid? 
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Manager Legal & Risk Privileged and confidential 
Town of Cambridge 
1 Bold Park Drive 
Floreat  WA  6014 
 

By email: mcavanagh@cambridge.wa.gov.au 

 

Date:  4 December 2020 

 

Dear Martyn 

 

130-132 BROOKDALE STREET, FLOREAT – ADVICE ON CONDITION 5 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. On 18 February 2020, the Metro West Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP) 

approved a development application for 130-132 Brookdale Street, Floreat.  It 

contained condition 5 (original condition 5) which read: 

Prior to commencement of use, the existing raised island median strip within 

the Brookdale Street road reserve which adjoins the service road entrance shall 

be extended north within the existing line marked median strip (as shown on 

Figure 1, ‘Recommended Access Plan’ of the Consolidated Traffic Report 

(prepared by Uloth and Associates and dated 15 November 2019)) to physically 

restrict vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out only 

configuration at the landowner(s) full cost (including all traffic management 

costs) to the satisfaction of the Town.  

2. On 2 October 2020, the JDAP amended condition 5 of the development approval.  

Amended condition 5 read: 

Prior to commencement of use, the landowner shall pay the Town the cost of 

extending the existing raised median strip within the Brookdale Street road 

reserve which adjoins the service road entrance and shall be extended north as 
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shown on Figure 1 in the “Recommended Access Plan” of the Consolidated 

Traffic Report prepared by Uloth & Associates dated 15 November 2019 to 

physically restrict vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out 

only configuration at the landowner’s full cost including all traffic management 

costs. 

3. The amendment was made by the JDAP pursuant to the landowner’s application made 

under regulation 17(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Development Assessment 

Panel Regulations) 2015 (WA) (DAP Regulations). 

4. You seek advice as to the validity of amended condition 5, and the process of, and 

ability to challenge, amended condition 5. 

ANALYSIS – VALIDITY OF AMENDED CONDITION 5  

5. A condition must have an ascertainable meaning.  If not, then it may be void for 

uncertainty. 

6. Assuming the condition has an ascertainable meaning, for a condition to be otherwise 

valid, it must:1 

(a) be for a planning purpose and not for any ulterior purpose; 

(b) have a nexus with the development approval; and 

(c) not be unreasonable. 

Condition likely void for uncertainty  

7. A condition must be certain.  A condition may be void for uncertainly if no meaning 

or sensible or ascertainable meaning can be found.2  Conditions as to contributions for 

road development have previously been struck down where they are unclear in their 

operation.3 

 
1  Newbury District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment [1981] AC 578 referred 

to approvingly in Temwood Holdings Pty Ltd [2004] HCA 63; (2004) 221 CLR 30 [57] 
(McHugh J); [155] (Callinan J). 

2  See Hill v State Planning Commission (1994) 10 SR (WA) 354, 367; Fawcett Properties Ltd 
v Buckingham County Council [1961] AC 636, 677. 

3  For example, ‘the proponent negotiating with Council an appropriate contribution to the future 
upgrading of access roads to the site’ was considered to be uncertain as no ascertainable 
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8. In my view, amended condition 5 is poorly drafted and unclear in part of its operation.   

9. There are two parts of amended condition 5. 

10. The first part4 is an obligation is on the landowner to pay the Town the cost of 

extending the median strip.  That obligation is clear and certain. 

11. The second part5 requires an extension of the median strip to the north.  It has two 

problems.  The first problem is that it is not clear upon whom the obligation is 

imposed: 

(a) Original condition 5 was imposed on the landowner.  Amended condition 5 

refers to a payment to the Town and it does not make clear whether the 

obligation to extend the median strip is on the landowner or the Town.  

(b) A construction requiring the Town to extend the median strip is supported by 

the fact that they are now paid the cost of the extension by the landowner.  It 

is also supported the removal of the words ‘to the satisfaction of the Town’ 

which appeared at the end of original condition 5.  Those words would be 

unnecessary if the Town were extending the median strip.   

(c) It may also be suspected that the JDAP wished to impose an obligation on 

the Town to extend the median strip to the north.  That was the landowner’s 

intention in seeking the amendment.6  That was the intention expressed in the 

Responsible Authority Report.7   

(d) But despite those matters, amended condition 5 simply does not specify the 

party upon whom the obligation is imposed. 

 
meaning could be interpreted from it: J & P Metals Pty Ltd and Shire of Dardanup [2006] 
WASAT 282 [58], [65] (Connor M). 

4  ‘Prior to the commencement of use, the landowner shall pay the Town the cost of extending 
the existing raised median strip within the Brookdale Street road reserve which adjoins the 
service road entrance…’ 

5  ‘…and shall be extended north as shown on Figure 1 in the “Recommended Access Plan” of 
the Consolidated Traffic Report prepared by Uloth & Associates dated 15 November 2019 to 
physically restrict vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out only 
configuration at the landowner’s full cost including all traffic management costs.’ 

6  Letter dated 3 April 2020, p. 3. 
7  Responsible Authority Report, p. 4. 
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12. The second problem is it not clear when any obligation to extend the median strip is 

imposed: 

(a) In particular, it is not clear whether it is imposed prior to the commencement 

of approved use and whether it is to be extended before or after the landowner 

pays the cost to the Town; 

(b) Even though advice note 11 (which was added by the JDAP on 2 October 

2020) states that the JDAP ‘would expect these works to be complete prior to 

commencement of operation’, that advice note emphasises the failure of 

amended condition 5 to impose an obligation as to timing in that even the 

advice note is only framed as an expectation as to timing.   

(c) In any event, advice notes have no statutory status under the Planning and 

Development Act 2005 (WA) although they may be relevant to whether the 

approval or a condition is unreasonable.8 

13. In my view, the failure of amended condition 5 to identify the person upon whom the 

obligation is imposed and the time by which the obligation must be met, means 

amended condition 5 is, in a significant part, unclear and void for uncertainty.  It is an 

open-ended condition on timing, the obligations and responsibilities imposed.  

Conditions which are open-ended in this manner lack certainty and are invalid.9 

14. There is a possible argument that a sensible or ascertainable meaning can be found 

from the apparent intention of the JDAP, in amending the condition, to impose the 

obligation on the Town, and to require that this occur before the use of the 

development. Conditions have sometimes been interpreted with the benefit of other 

documents to clarify their meaning.10  However, here, there is no policy which will 

 
8  Empire Securities Pty Ltd v Western Australian Planning Commission [2005] WASAT 989 

[78] (Parry SM). 
9  See, for example, Naiama Pastoral Company Pty Ltd v District Council of Yankalilla (No 1) 

[2020] SAERDC 5 [47]-[51] which dealt with a condition requiring poorly specified off-site 
works to be the subject of an infrastructure agreement with council prior to development 
approval being issued. 

10  See, for example, a public open space condition was found to be sufficiently clear when read 
with public open space policies: Bilecki v Western Australian Planning Commission [2019] 
WASAT 26 [48]. 
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illuminate amended condition 5’s meaning; nor do I think the JDAP minutes to be 

sufficiently clear to be certain about their meaning.   

15. Accordingly, I consider it open to argue that the second part of amended condition 5, 

is invalid as it is uncertain.   

16. For completeness, I have also considered the other tests of validity, as follows. 

Planning purpose 

17. A condition must have a planning purpose to be valid.  A planning purpose is one that 

implements a planning policy whose scope is ascertained by reference to the 

legislation that confers planning functions on the authority, not by reference to some 

preconceived general notion of what constitutes planning. 

18. Conditions requiring developers to make financial contributions to the upgrade of 

roads adjoining the subject land have been found to be conditions with a planning 

purpose.11 

19. In my view, amended condition 5 has a clear planning purpose.  A variation of a 

median strip in response to traffic changes caused by a development has a planning 

purpose, as recognised by numerous planning policies and clause 67(t) of Schedule 2 

of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 (WA).  

There is a need for planning authorities to properly manage the traffic impacts of a 

development.   

20. While I have not seen the traffic reports, on the assumption that the Responsible 

Authority Report faithfully replicates the effect of the traffic evidence (and I have no 

reason to doubt that), it suggests that the variation to the median strip is required for 

a planning purpose. 

 
11  Ironbridge Holdings Pty Ltd v Western Australian Planning Commission [2007] WASAT 

305 [23] (Senior Member Parry and Member Jordan).  
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Nexus  

21. Next, the condition must have a nexus (being a connection or relationship) between 

the planning purpose for which the condition has been imposed, and the likely or 

possible consequences of the proposed development.12   

22. For a condition to have a nexus to the development, it does not mean the condition 

can only refer to matters on the development land itself.  A connection to the 

development may exist beyond things happening on the land itself.13   

23. The Supreme Court has recently accepted a nexus existed between a condition 

requiring a developer to bear the costs for upgrading a median strip, where such 

development was caused by the increased traffic from the development.14 

24. Again while I have not seen the traffic reports, on the assumption that the Responsible 

Authority Report faithfully reflects the reports, in my view, a nexus is shown between 

amended condition 5 and the development because safer road access is a consequence 

of the development. 

Unreasonableness 

25. A condition must not be unreasonable.  It will be unreasonable if no reasonable 

planning authority in the JDAP’s position would have imposed that condition. 

 
12  Reid v Western Australian Planning Commission [2016] WASCA 181 [37] (Martin CJ with 

whom Newnes and Murphy JJA agreed). 
13  See, for example the connection recognised between a subdivision or development and a 

condition requiring a contribution to parks and recreation: Lloyd v Robinson (1962) 107 CLR 
142; a contribution to school site in the area: Tilbrook v Western Australian Planning 
Commission [2011] WASAT 130; a condition requiring the ceding of a lot for foreshore: Sin-
Aus-Bell Pty Ltd v Western Australian Planning Commission [2006] WASAT 206; 45 SR 
(WA) 67; Western Australian Planning Commission v Temwood Holdings Pty Ltd [2004] 
HCA 63; (2004) 221 CLR 30. 

14  Humich Nominees Pty Ltd v Metro East Joint Development Assessment Panel [2019] 
WASC 200 [20], [80] (Smith J).  See also Cardwell Shire Council v King Ranch Australia 
Pty Ltd (1984) 58 ALJR 386, 388 (Gibbs CJ with whom Mason, Wilson, Brennan and 
Dawson JJ agreed); referred to in Western Australian Planning Commission v Temwood 
Holdings Pty Ltd [2004] HCA 63; (2004) 221 CLR 30 [152] (Callinan J); Sin-Aus-Bell Pty 
Ltd v Western Australian Planning Commission [2006] WASAT 206; 45 SR (WA) 67 [43] 
(Parry J); Reid v Western Australian Planning Commission [2016] WASCA 181 [32]-[35] 
(Martin CJ with whom Newnes and Murphy JJA agreed). 
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26. Other than the arguable ground that amended condition 5 is uncertain (and therefore 

arguably unreasonable), I do not think the condition can be said to be unreasonable. 

27. For example, if amended condition 5 were read to impose an obligation on the 

landowners to pay the Town the cost of extending the median strip and impliedly 

contemplating that the Town would then perform the roadworks using that money, I 

do not think the condition is unreasonable. It is within the Town’s power to construct 

the median strip on a road within its care, management and control (I understand 

Brookdale Street is within the Town’s care, management and control), in 

circumstances in which the cost of the construction has been covered by the 

landowner. 

Summary on validity 

28. I consider that there is an argument that amended condition 5 is invalid because it, or 

at least the second part, is unclear as to the person upon whom the obligation is 

imposed and the time by which the obligation is required to be met.  It may be 

unreasonable for the same reason.  However, amended condition 5 otherwise passes 

the tests of validity. 

ANALYSIS – CHALLENGING AMENDED CONDITION 5 

Application for judicial review necessary to challenge condition 

29. For the Town to set aside amended condition 5, or at least the second part of it, an 

application must be brought against the JDAP in the Supreme Court for judicial 

review of the JDAP decision (within 6 months of the JDAP decision).15   

30. Unlike the landowner, the Town has no right to apply to the State Administrative 

Tribunal for review of an application under regulation 18 of the DAP Regulations.16  

While the Town could apply to be joined, or to intervene, in a review by the landowner 

in the State Administrative Tribunal, the landowner has not applied to review 

 
15  See, for example, Milem Pty Ltd v Metro Central Joint Development Assessment Panel 

[2019] WASC 207. 
16  See regulation 18(2) of the DAP Regulations which only grants ‘a person who has made a 

DAP application or an application under regulation 17’ to apply to the State Administrative 
Tribunal. 
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amended condition 5.  (Nor would I anticipate the landowners to challenge amended 

condition 5, as it is not materially different from their suggested amended condition.) 

31. Therefore, at present, the Town’s only recourse to challenge amended condition 5 is 

to bring an application for judicial review in the Supreme Court. 

32. The application would be for certiorari – this is a remedy which quashes the legal 

effect of the impugned decision i.e. to quash amended condition 5 (or at least the 

second part of it). 

There is complexity about the requirement to show standing 

33. The traditional starting point is the Town must have standing to seek review of the 

JDAP decision to impose amended condition 5. 

34. I say ‘traditional’ because in recent times the Supreme Court has acknowledged that 

the test for standing in cases of certiorari may be more liberal.  There is authority that 

suggests an applicant does not need to establish standing in applying for certiorari, 

although if the applicant is a ‘stranger’ to the situation, that will be relevant to the 

Court’s discretion as to whether it should grant the remedy of certiorari (which I 

discuss further below).17  

35. Despite that potentially more liberal test for standing in cases of certiorari, there is a 

significant complication: 

(a) Under s.171A(3) of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA) (PD 

Act), a determination by the JDAP of a prescribed development application 

is to be regarded as, and has the effect as if it were, a determination of the 

responsible authority to which the application was made.18  That is, 

prescribed development applications, even when made by the JDAP, are 

regarded as a determination of the local government. 

(b) The complexity arises because a decision on an application under regulation 

17 of the DAP Regulations is arguably not a ‘prescribed development 

 
17  Abraham v The Hon Peter Charles Collier MLC, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs [2016] 

WASC 269 [56]-[67] (Pritchard J); Harvis Capital Pty Ltd v Mid-West/Wheatbelt Joint 
Development Assessment Panel [2020] WASC 205 [13] (Allanson J). 

18  See also r. 8 of the DAP Regulations. 
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application’.  Prescribed development applications are applications for 

approval of development which are prescribed to be mandatorily or 

optionally referred to a DAP for decision.19 

(c) An application under regulation 17 of the DAP Regulations is to be 

determined in the same manner as if it were a ‘DAP application’ (defined as 

prescribed development applications under regulations 5 and 6 of the DAP 

Regulations).  So, in effect, an application under regulation 17 of the DAP 

Regulations is determined in the same manner as if it were a prescribed 

development application, but it is not technically a prescribed development 

application itself. 

36. The effect of the complexity is this: 

(a) If the Supreme Court were to consider an application under regulation 17 of 

the DAP Regulations was a ‘prescribed development application’, then the 

JDAP’s decision on 2 October 2020 would be treated under s.171A of the 

PD Act as a determination of the Town.  In that case, I do not see how the 

Town would have standing to challenge amended condition 5 because, in 

effect, it would be seeking to challenge its own decision. 

(b) If the Supreme Court were to consider an application under regulation 17 of 

the DAP Regulations as not a ‘prescribed development application’, then it 

would not be covered by s.171A(3) of the PD Act, and it would remain a 

decision of the JDAP and would not be a decision of the Town.  If this 

argument were accepted, then the Town would likely have standing to 

challenge the decision. 

37. It is difficult to know which argument would prevail.  This point does not seem to 

have been tested in any prior case.  I am only aware of one instance where a local 

government has applied for judicial review against a DAP decision, relating to a DAP 

decision to approve a development within the City of South Perth.20 Standing was not 

 
19  See definition of ‘development application’ under s.4 of the PD Act read with rr. 5 and 6 of 

the DAP Regulations. 
20  City of South Perth v ALH Group Property Holdings Pty Ltd [2016] WASC 141. 
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expressly dealt with in that decision, and so it appears that it was not a point taken 

against the City of South Perth in that case.  In that case, it is apparent that the Court’s 

attention was drawn to regulation 8 of the DAP Regulations which required the JDAP 

to determine the development application ‘as if it were the City’,21 but there is no 

reference to s.171A of the PD Act and the fact that the JDAP decision was then taken 

to be a decision of the City of South Perth. 

Strength of argument that the condition is invalid 

38. An application for judicial review is limited to challenging the JDAP decision on the 

ground it has committed a jurisdictional error or an error of law on the face of the 

record: it does not extend to engaging in a merits review of the decision. 

39. A jurisdictional error is one where the JDAP has made a decision outside of the 

functions and powers conferred on them, or does something which they are not 

empowered to do.  A decision whose outcome is so unreasonable, being a decision 

which is made in abuse of the power to so make it, is also affected by jurisdictional 

error.22 

40. An error of law on the face of the record would, in my view, capture the making of 

the uncertain amended condition 5 which can be seen from the record being the 

minutes of 2 October 2020.23 

41. For the reasons I have given above, I do not think that amended condition 5 fails any 

of the Newbury tests.  Further, in my view, there are not strong grounds for 

challenging the decision, for example, because its effect is unreasonable or because it 

did not have regard to the matters in cl 67 of the Deemed Provisions: amended 

 
21  City of South Perth v ALH Group Property Holdings Pty Ltd [2016] WASC 141 [38] 

(Martino J). 
22  See Minister for Immigration and Border Protection v Eden (2016) 240 FCR 158 [58]-[60], 

[62]-[65]; Humich Nominees Pty Ltd v Metro East Joint Development Assessment Panel 
[2019] WASC 200 [93]. 

23  Courts have noted that the question as to what constitutes the record can be a matter of 
considerable difficulty.  I consider that the record would, at least, be the minutes of 2 October 
2020 and possibly also the letter of 3 April 2020 by which the application was made under 
regulation 17(1)(b) of DAP Regulations.  
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condition 5 was made in recognition of the need for the median strip to be extended 

given the increased traffic caused by the development.    

42. The sole ground of any challenge is that amended condition 5 is unclear, such that it 

is unreasonable to impose it.  The difficulty with this is it is doubted whether 

uncertainty is a ground of judicial review before the Supreme Court (which relies on 

common law grounds of judicial review).24  In that case, reliance on proving an error 

on the face of the record may be required. 

43. I assess the strength of the argument that amended condition 5 as invalid as 50:50. It 

is clear the condition is worded poorly, but the Court may well consider it impliedly 

imposes an obligation on the Town to perform the works in the light of the Town 

being paid an amount representing the costs of the work by the landowner, and that 

the works be performed before the development is in use.    

44. The other difficulty is that even if the challenge were successful, the Court may only 

quash the second part of amended condition 5 which is the part which makes it 

uncertain.  It would do so if it considered that the uncertain aspect of amended 

condition 5 was severable, as opposed to the uncertainty affecting the whole of the 

condition.  It would be considered severable if that part of the condition were 

considered to be separate and distinct from the balance of amended condition 5 and if 

it were removed, it could leave amended condition 5 as a ‘coherent whole’.25  That 

would then leave a difficult circumstance in which the first part of amended condition 

5 would remain and the landowner would still pay the Town the cost of the median 

strip extension. 

Even if condition invalid, relief is discretionary 

45. Even if the Court were satisfied that there was a jurisdictional error or an error on the 

face of the record in the JDAP’s decision, relief is not automatically granted.  

Certiorari is discretionary.   

 
24  Buzzacott v Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities 

(2013) 215 FCR 301, 331-337. 
25  See, for example, Twenty Seven Properties Ltd v Corporation of Noarlunga (1971) 11 SASR 

188. 
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46. Factors which determine whether relief is granted include whether: 

(a) there has been substantial delay in bringing the application (together with a 

lack of merits);26 

(b) there are more convenient and satisfactory remedies that could be granted;27 

(c) no useful result could ensue even if relief is granted;28 

(d) the applicant for judicial review has acquiesced to the error;29 

(e) the applicant lacks standing i.e. the applicant is, in truth, a stranger to the 

decision under review and therefore their interests are ‘so small’ such that 

relief ought not to be granted.30 

47. The more relevant factors for this case are (c) and (d): that turns on whether there is 

any evidence that no useful result could ensue even if relief were granted (i.e. is the 

Town’s intention to build the median strip if the money were paid?) and whether the 

Town has acquiesced to the error at any stage. 

48. Even if the Town were to succeed in showing that it had standing to challenge the 

JDAP decision and further shows that the JDAP decision was attended by a relevant 

error, these factors would need to be considered in determining whether certiorari 

would issue (and therefore whether an application should be brought to challenge 

amended condition 5). 

Costs estimate of a judicial review proceeding 

49. You seek a costs estimate for the Town to conduct such proceedings.  An accurate 

estimate is difficult to provide given a number of unknowns, such as the number and 

identity of any parties that might seek to intervene in the proceedings, and the volume 

of evidence.   

 
26  See, for example, Santos v State Director of Public Prosecutions [2015] WASC 335. 
27  See, for example, YPW v CEO of Department of Child Protection and Family Support 

(No 2) [2015] WASC 271 [7]. 
28  See, for example, Jackson v Chrisp [2013] WASC 380 [24]. 
29  See, for example, R v Magistrates Court at Lilydale; Ex parte Ciccone [1973] VR 122. 
30  Abraham v The Hon Peter Charles Collier MLC, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs [2016] 

WASC 269 [66] (Pritchard J). 
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50. On the assumptions that: 

(a) an external instructing solicitor is also instructed on the matter; 

(b) the JDAP abides by the decision, but the developer successfully applies to 

intervene and takes an active part as the contradictor in the proceedings; 

(c) the hearing is for one day,  

I estimate the Town’s costs for a barrister (if I were briefed) would be in the order of 

about $20,000 to $30,000 exclusive of GST. 

51. I am not in a position to estimate a solicitor’s costs, but this would need to be added 

to the estimates for a barrister. 

52. If unsuccessful, the Town would be exposed the costs of any other parties which seek 

to intervene.  While I assume that the JDAP would abide, I expect the developers be 

granted leave to intervene in the proceedings, exposing the Town to its legal costs if 

the Town were unsuccessful.  This costs exposure should also be factored into the 

assessment. 

Original condition 5 is re-enlivened 

53. The effect of certiorari is that the legal effect of the impugned decision is quashed, as 

if it were never made,31 subject to any statutory indication to the contrary.   

54. Applying this, and because I do not consider the PD Act provides any indication to 

the contrary, if the Court found that only the second part of amended condition 5 were 

uncertain and severable, then it may quash the second part of the amended condition 

5 and leave the balance.   

55. If the Court quashed the whole of amended condition 5, in my view, original 

condition 5 would re-enliven so that the development approval granted in February 

2020 would apply.   

Effect of re-enlivening original condition 5  

56. Relevantly, regulation 17(3) of the Local Government (Uniform Local Provisions) 

Regulations 1996 (WA) (Uniform Regulations) provides that a person may apply to 

 
31  Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs v Bhardwaj (2002) 209 CLR 597 [51]-

[53] (Gaudron and Gummow JJ). 
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the Town for ‘permission’ to construct a specified thing on or over a specified public 

thoroughfare that is local government property.  Absent that permission, it is an 

offence under regulation 17(1) of the Uniform Regulations for a person to construct 

anything on or over a public thoroughfare that is local government property. 

57. I understand the Town has care, management and control of Brookdale Street and so 

it falls within the definition of ‘local government property’.32  

58. You seek advice in the event that original condition 5 is re-enlivened whether 

‘permission’ required under regulation 17(3), or alternatively whether the 

re-enlivening of original condition 5 has the effect in law of operating as ‘permission’ 

under regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations. 

59. Original condition 5 imposed the obligation on the landowner to ensure that the 

median strip is extended.  In my view, the permission is not ‘automatically’ granted 

by the re-enlivening of original condition 5:   

(a) The permission contemplated in regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations is 

a permission under that provision.  A JDAP decision is not a permission 

under regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations.   

(b) In any event, the permission required under regulation 17 of the Uniform 

Regulations is permission from the Town.  Even if original condition 5 were 

a permission, it is arguably a permission of the JDAP only.  The landowners 

still need to apply to the Town for permission.  

60. Previously, the Town has delegated to the CEO the power to grant authority for the 

median strip development. The delegation is conditioned on the CEO obtaining the 

consent of the adjoining owners to the median strip development. The adjoining 

owners have refused to consent. 

 
32  s.1.4 of the Local Government Act 1995 (WA) in which ‘local government property’ is defined 

as meaning anything, whether land or not, that belongs to, or is vested in, or under the care, 
control or management of, the local government. 
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61. But that delegation is no longer operative, in respect of matters which will impact on 

access to adjacent or adjoining properties on a submission submitted to a JDAP.  In 

that circumstance, approval for any work will be required from Council.33 

62. In exercising the power to grant permission under regulation 17 of the Uniform 

Regulations, the Council is not subject to the conditions upon which it previously 

delegated the power to the CEO.34  Relevantly, the Council is not subject to the 

requirement to obtain the consent of the adjoining owners.  In my view, nor is the 

Town required to give adjoining owners an opportunity to make submissions: there is 

no requirement to do so under regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations.  

63. If the Town (i.e. the Council) were to refuse permission to develop the median strip, 

that decision would itself be challengeable by the developers.  There is debate as to 

whether the developers could challenge the Town’s refusal by way of application for 

review to the State Administrative Tribunal.   

64. The relevant matters which inform that debate are: 

(a) Section 9.1 of the Local Government Act 1995 (WA) provides that the Part 9 

Division 1 objection process applies when a local government makes a 

decision as to whether it will grant an ‘authorisation’ under any local law.  

The Part 9 Division 1 process allows an objection to be put to the Council, 

and for further review to the State Administrative Tribunal. 

(b) An ‘authorisation’ includes a permit but an authorisation to carry out private 

works on local government property is not an authorisation unless an 

exception is met: regulation 32A of the Local Government (Functions and 

General) Regulations 1996 (WA).   

(c) Those exceptions include where a person has, by virtue of that authority, a 

reasonable expectation of the enjoyment of a right or interest conferred by 

that authority; or by virtue of the usual circumstances surrounding the grant 

 
33  See Council resolution dated 25 August 2020. 
34  s.59(1)(a) of the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA).  
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of an authority of that type, a reasonable expectation of successfully applying 

for the right or interest conferred by that authority.   

(d) In my view, the developer would, by virtue of the usual circumstances 

surrounding the grant of an authority under regulation 17 of the Uniform 

Regulations to carry out private works on local government property, have a 

reasonable expectation of successfully applying for the right conferred by 

that regulation 17 authority.   

(e) The usual circumstances which surround the grant of an authority under 

regulation 17 include the fact that the Town could not arbitrarily refuse such 

an authority if a JDAP approval required roadworks on local government 

property.  That would give rise to a reasonable expectation of successfully 

applying for the right or interest conferred by that regulation 17 authority. 

(f) That said, as recognised in Stewart v Town of Cottesloe [2019] WASAT 100 

these matters are complex.35 

65. Additionally, I do not consider it necessary to conclusively decide whether a review 

could be made to the State Administrative Tribunal under Part 9 Division 1 because, 

in my view, if the decision were not reviewable under Part 9 Division 1, the decision 

could be reviewed by a judicial review application to the Supreme Court.  A decision 

to refuse to issue a permission is an administrative decision under legislation. 

66. Whether it be at the State Administrative Tribunal or at the Supreme Court, any 

challenge would examine the Council’s reasons for refusal and consider whether those 

reasons were unreasonable.    

67. By way of example, in Sydney City Council v Claude Neon Limited, the Court 

considered the power of Sydney City Council to refuse the erection of an advertising 

sign projecting over the City’s road.  It stated: 36 

If then the owner of land applies to a council for its consent as owner of the 

road to the erection of an advertising structure projecting over the road, the 

 
35  Stewart v Town of Cottesloe [2019] WASAT 100 [135]-[138]. 
36  Sydney City Council v Claude Neon Limited (1989) 15 NSWLR 724, 729 (Hope JA). 
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council does not have a right arbitrarily to withhold its consent as the ordinary 

owner of private land might do. If the proposed development is one which ought 

to be approved, then the council ought to give its consent. Its failure to do so 

simply because it wished to frustrate the right of the adjoining owner to obtain 

approval to a projecting structure would be a use of its power for an improper 

purpose, that is, it would be a mala fide abuse of power.  

68. If the Council refused the development of the median strip, for example, on the basis 

that the adjoining neighbours did not consent to the development, I anticipate the 

developers would likely apply for judicial review and seek mandamus to compel the 

Town to make a decision in accordance with law i.e. to grant the permission to develop 

the median strip.   

69. On the materials before me, there is difficulty in conceiving the circumstances under 

which the Town could reasonably refuse permission under regulation 17 of the 

Uniform Regulations, given particularly its acknowledgment in the Responsible 

Authority Report that the roadworks were necessary for traffic safety.   However, any 

assessment of reasonableness can only be done when fulsome reasons for any refusal 

are identified.  

CONCLUSIONS 

70. In my view, amended condition 5 is poorly drafted because it does not make clear 

upon whom the obligation to construct the median strip is imposed, and the timing by 

which this is required. 

71. That said, having regard to the history of the matter as identified on the application 

and the minutes of 2 October 2020, the Court may infer that the obligation is placed 

upon the Town, with such median strip to be constructed before the development is in 

use.  Additionally, uncertainty challenges are particularly difficult.  That means I do 

not consider there is anything more than 50:50 prospect of challenging amended 

condition 5.  It is not a strong ground of challenge. 

72. In my view, there is no other ground to challenge the validity of amended condition 5. 

73. Additionally, there is a complex question as to the standing of the Town to challenge 

amended condition 5 given s.171A(3) of the PD Act.  The Town’s standing would 
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rely upon case law in which standing was not seen as a requirement for an application 

for certiorari, and a construction of s.171A(3) of the PD Act that it did not apply to 

decisions made under regulations 17 of the DAP Regulations.  The latter is untested.  

74. Even if the Town were to identify a relevant error in the JDAP’s decision and 

overcome the complexity as to the standing issue, the Supreme Court may, in its 

discretion, decline to grant certiorari.  Whether that discretion will be exercised is a 

matter which turns on the evidence at the time of any judicial review application. 

75. If the challenge were unsuccessful, because the Court considered amended condition 5 

to be sufficiently certain (i.e. imposed an obligation on the Town to construct the 

median strip), the Town would be required to construct the median strip. 

76. Even if a challenge were successful, I doubt that the result would be, in practice, any 

different.  The Court might choose to sever the second part of the condition.  

Alternatively, if it struck down the whole of amended condition 5, original condition 5 

would re-enliven.  Under original condition 5, the developer is impliedly responsible 

for the median strip’s construction.  The Town could not unreasonably withhold 

permission under regulations 17 of the Uniform Regulations.  On the materials before 

me, I cannot see any basis for the Town to reasonably withhold that permission, 

particularly given it supported the median strip’s construction.  If the Town withheld 

that permission and the landowners challenged that decision in the State 

Administrative Tribunal or in the Court, the Town would need to have detailed 

evidence supporting the contention that it reasonably withheld that permission.  

Subject to any challenge by the landowners for the withholding of permission, even if 

amended condition 5 were successfully challenged by the Town, the likely result 

would be that the developer and/or the Town would ultimately construct the median 

strip.   

 

Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
 
RACHAEL YOUNG 
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